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BOOKBINDING ON THE INTERNET
AdrienneAllenofthe NS\VGuiltlof Cr$tBookbinders,notonlybinds books as ahobby, butis also alecturerincomputer
science and computer applications. She has turned her attenfion to "surfing the net" where she has discovered some
r eference s t o b o o kbinding.
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S MRS BEETON mayhave said, "First catch your
modem". Attach this modern communication mar-
vel to a computer (any kind) at one end and a

telephone line to an Internet service provider at the other,
install the appropriate software and start surfing the Inter-
net. Would that it were that simple! Nevertheless, given
that you have access to the net, it is possible to spend a
considerable time searching and finding a lot of interestulg
maierial about bookbinding and its related fields.

The search was sparked by seeing Internet addresses for a
number of US binders in the Guild of Book llorkers
Journal, available from the library of the NSW Guild of
Bookbinders. Fortunately, several ofthese were connect-
ed with the Stanford University in the USA and from there
I came across Cowertationon Line (COOL) andthe Guild
of Book llorkers Home Page. This was linked to an elec-
tronic exhibition of members' work in making designed

bindings for the book, .4 Collection of Papers from Hand
Paper Mills in the United States of Ameica. There wirs an
introduction by Karen Crisalli; a short description of the
book by the authors and paper makers for the book, Peter
and Donna Thomas; a statement from the page paper
makers, Howard and Kathryn Clarke of Twirrocker Haad
Papermill and colour graphics of their work; and state-
ments by the binders who bound the books for the exhibi-
tion. Very interesting!

In the same session I found an on-line conference under the
wing of fuchard Misnky of the Centre for Book Arts.
Minsky had an interesting and outraged article on the
background of American binding, in which he describes
influences originating with English, continental and Jap-
anese methods. Having printed out the article for fi.rther
study, I went on to ftnd listings for Book Arts Press in
Virginia USA and Oak Knoll Boofu. He also provided the
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lntelnet address for a firm called amazon.com. This is a
"Books in Print" on-line and if you want abook, they will
get it for you. You can also tell them your interests and they
will keep you informed about recentpublications, wherever
you are, by electronic mail (e-mail).

Session two developed after I used a search engine called
Alta Vista. This company has programs automatically
patrolling and indexing the lnternet and by simply typing
in the magic words such as "book arts + binding", the index
is consulted and a list ofthe closest matches to your query is
produced after a short time. It is then only necessary to click
the mouse on the interesting entries and wait (for a varyrng
time) to see the "page" on the World Wide Web (www).

The first tidbit was A Guide to the Book Arts and Book
History onthe World Wide Web organised by Andrew Pace
of The Catholic Univenity of America Library. He is
gradually adding links to his page so the user may access
academic special collections, booksellers, elecfronic jour-
nals and publications, special topics zuch as bookbinding,
papyrology and so on. Then I wandered back to Stanford
University and found .Bo okbinding and the Conservation of
Books, A Dctionary of lkscriptive Termirnlogy - another
teasure house - alphabetically arranged within articles large
and small with drawings attached to many. I printed the
foreword, preface and some of the articles.

Session three produced a complete manual by Douglas Jones
forrebinding'perfect' bindings which had collapsed, using a
version of a coptic binding and the services of a printer to
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produce multiple copies if required. The article was com-
plete with diagrams. Jones even describes how to make a
home-made plough from a chisel. Then I discovered a list of
bookbinding and printing terms, some excellent advice on
setting up a conservation studio, a description ofthe Rare
Books Departnent, the Ead Gregg Swem Library at the
College ofWilliam and Mary, the Dennis Gouey Bookbind-
ing Studio in New York City, how to order publications from
the Smithsonian lnstitution, and A List of Interesting Bibli-
ophile Web Sites.

I think I will persevere with the 'web pages'produced by
Andrew Pace and the bibliophile site, especially for the on-
line encyclopaedia. Towards the end of this third session, I
discovered how io save the files to disk so thnt I 66 not *r.
to waste precious time waiting for the printer. If I thought
something was interesting, I just saved it to look at lat€rand
then decide if I wanted to print it. The othertechnique I felt
importaat was to keep a carefrrl list ofthe Internet addresses
(LIRL's) of the sites I visited.

In future sessions,I hope to seewhatisavailable inthe United
Kingdom and France although I am sure there is a great deal
more to be located in the USA as I have yet to zubscribe to
any news gloups where I could take part in discussions.

The list of addresses is attached CI this article and the printed
material is in the library ofthe NSW Guild at the Ralph Lewis
Workshop at Rozelle. It would be geat to hear from other
readers who could contibute information about addresses in
the UK and France.

NAME INTERNET ADDRESS

AGuide to the Book Arts and Book History on http:i/www.cua.edu/www/mullen/booksart.htnl
the World Wide Web. Andrew K Pace

The Illustrated Book: A Survey of Genres http://www. colophon.com/gallery/minsky/intro.html
Colophon Page Gallery: fuchard Minsky http://www.minsky.com/minskyon.hunl

lnteresting Bibliophile Web Sites http://www.massmedia.com/<nikeb/cissites.html

Comell University Library http://www.library.cornell.edu/tsmanuaVjargon.html

Amazon.com Books http://www.amazon.com/

Bookbinding and the Conservation of Books http://www.palimpsest.stanford.edu/dotVdudt04l2.html
A Dictionary of Descriptive Terminology

Guild of Book Workers http://www.palimpsest.stanford.edu/byorglgbwl

Oak Knoll Books http://www.oakknoll.com

Rare Books Dept College of William and Mary http://www.swem.wm.edu/SPCOl/rb.html

Frequerrriy asked questions about books http://www.znall.com/bmm/books-faq

Dennis Gouey Studio http:i/www.nai.neV-bbiliopeg/
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OVERSEWING AND OVERCASTING

A recent demonstration was given b.y Ken Plummer at the NSIY Guild's worl<shop of a number of methodsfor single-sheet
binding, viz perfect binding, (which has been desuibed in a previous issue of Morocco Bound), stab-sewing and oversewing.

n versewing (sometimes called overcasting) was

I tused for good qualitybindings and for large-sized
\.-, books where it was the practice to overcast the first

two and the last two sections to give added strength to the
binding. The procedures for oversewing are:

l. Knock-up the single sheets to the head and spine,
apply PVA adhesive to the spixe and allow to dry. This is
intended to keep the sheets together and to stop relative
movement of the sheets with each other. There is no need
to fan out the spine as for a perfect type binding.

2. Glue l3mm width linen strips to each of the top and
bottom pages. This is to give the desired strength at the
book's hinge. See Figure l.

3 . Place a template against the spine and press holes with
a bradawl or with a small diameter drill through the linen
strip right along the spine and 5mm from the edge of the
spine. The holes in the template are spaced from 16 to
22mm apart depending on the size and thickness of the
book. See Figure 2.

4. Count-off 16 sheets and tear-off. Again with the
bradawl, press the marked-off holes right through to the
other side. This is assuming that the total number of pages
will be a multiple of l6: if the total number of pages is not
an exact multiple of 16, make the number of sheets in each

"section" slightly great€r oflesser so that each "section"
will be same.

5. With needle and thread, insert in the fust hole (nearest
the head or tail), tie with a knot (trvo half-hitches), then
spiral sew right along the spine to the last hole. See
Figure 3. Do not tie-offwith a knot as yet.

6. Hammer the sewing to reduce swelling. Using the
bradawl as a lever, pull each spiral thread along the spine
to tighten the sewing. See Figure 4. Then tie-offat the last

hole with 2 half-hitches. Cut off excess thread after the last
knot.

'7. Hammer the sewing for a SECOND TIME. Double
hammering is critical to ensure that swelling is reduced to
the absolute minimum.

8. Repeat the above steps 3 to 7 inclusive for each ofthe
rernaining sections.

9. SEWING ONTO TAPES. Taking the first section,
count out 8 consecutive pages to determine the middle of
the section (i.e. half of l6 pages for the full section), and
insert the needle with thread at the spiral-sewed tie-off
knot .B UI on the outer side of the knot (i.e. on the page-
edge side) and sew each section onto the station tapes iil the
usual manner. At each kettle, do these on the outer sides of
the spiral sewing tie-off knots so that the section sewing

Commence at first hole with

13mm width linen strips

Tightening the spiral sewing
using the bradawl as a lever
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will nbt pull back onto itself. See Figure 5.
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It is suggested that at each station tape, push the bradawl
from the middle of the section, place the needle on the
bradawl, then withdraw the bradawl together with the
needle attached. This will ensure that the needle has re-
entered in the middle of the secticjn; otherwise, one can
find one's selfin quite a difficulty as the section sewing will
not be in the middle of the section and a weakened binding
could ensue.

When section sewing is complete, knock down with the
hammer to reduce swelling, tip-on end papers and forward
on to complete the binding.

Section sewing to go around the oversewing to give
proper support with kettles on the outer ends

FIGURE 5

MAKINGABOOK SAFE

Michrel Methew,amemberof the NSI{Guililof CraftBookbinders, olfers auseforbookbinding skills thatmaybeuseful
for some other members.

OOKBINDERS by their nature like books; desec-
ration of them such as removing illustrations from
old books for fr aming, furitates us. There is however

one application I have used that I consider merits the
sacrifice ofa book.

Our skills with cloths, leather, boards and adhesives, not to
mention folding and sewing, can be directed to activities
other then f6r6k creation and repair/restoration. For exam-
ple, many members find these skills usefirl in the creation
ofa variety ofboxes and divided trays. Some professional
bookbinders used to make drink coruters and desk blotter
holders utilising the same materials and techniques.

Recently, I made a few book safes for friends which
members may find an interesting application. Essentially
the exercise creates ahidden storage volume, say 180 x 90
x 30mm for holding jewellery, etc. As thieves find less

valuables laying about they are now known to pull out the
whole contents ofbookshelves, so this method may be less

effective than it was a decade ago.

The hardest part of the task is finding of a book to
cannibalise. The book must be of adequate thickness (to
get the necessary recess depth), preferably of stout paper
pfts1 than fhin paper (for easier cutting) and, most import-
antly, must be appropriate to the area where the owner will
store it. A cookbook amongst a row ofnovels could be a bit
of a giveaway; a t€xtbook amongst other texts is rather
ideal.

The next hardest part is cutting out the recess. At both the
front and rear of the book, I leave about l0 pages un-
touched and the rest I core out. There are several ways of
doing the coring and the difference is basically in how one

marks them. Ifthe covers can be easily folded back without
distorting the bookblock, then the easiest cou$e is to drill
four holes through the bookblock at the comers of the

desired coring. I find that leaving an outside edge (fore
edge, head and tail) of about 20mm is best with about
l5mm from the spine. Ifthe covers cannot be easily folded
back, then it is a much more tedious task as it is necessary
to measure up one page of each "section" rather than
relying on the drill holes to transfer the points through the

bookblock. What you cannot do is to use each cutting-out
to mark the next "section" as this leads to skewed cavities.

Using a sharp knife and a board or cutting mat hsert€d into
the book, it is usually possible to cut l0 to 15 pages
("section") at a time. Particular care has to be taken not to
tear the pages as the objective is to have the book looking
normal, although some repairwork ispossible. The cutting
is the slow and tedious part ofthe job: on a 700-page book
forexample, it couldbe some 60 "sections" to cut. Because
the cavity formed is later lined, some inegularity is easily
accommodated. When the cutting is complete, the book
should be laid flat on its back and the front cover, the uncut
front pages and a couple ofcut pages opened at 90o. I tie
these to a vinyl wallpaper-wrapped brick which I use as a
general weight and aid. The next step is to consolidate the
bookblock. Holding the bookblock down well at the face
of the recess, apply PVA adhesive quite liberally to the
recess faces, much in the manner which one would usually
glue-up aspine. The objective istomake asolidcore. Place
barrier-paper over the top sheet and close the book, check-
ing the rounding and leaving under a weight (the house-
brick again). It is essential to get the book square, other-
wise the book will look wrong on the shelf.

After the PVA has set, the next stage of making the lining
can be started. My choice is to make a box (perhaps an
edged tray is a better term) which is lined on the inside with
flocked paper or a velvet type cloth. The box material does
not need to be particularly thick as the strength is in the
glued-up bookblock. The box should fit the recess reason-
ably snugly, but there are bound to be gaps at the sides

because ofthe inegularities in the coring and any such gaps

can be filled with scrunched-up paper. The more critical
dimension is the height of the box. It must be 3 or 4 page
thickness less in height than the recess depth in the closed
position. If it is too tall, then the spine stretches and the

book will not close at the fore edge (and will give away the
secret).

I make and line the box separately, leaving about 15mm of
lining protruding from the top and ensuring that the lining
will form a continuous edge when laid back (see diagram).
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TN RECENT YEARS I have obliged several fellow
I members of the NSW Guild by fitting new handles to
r second-hand finishing tools, especially to fillet rolls. In

some cases I hayg mnneged to salvage the old handle either
by reducing it slightly in length or diameter (and some-
times both), but often I have had to make a new handle.

Presented to me have been the widest range of handles so

that one is hard pressed to decide as to which should be the
standard. The tools to which I have been asked to fit new
handles had hendles from 250 to 600mm in length and
often approximately 40mm ia diameter, although some
have been oval in section and relatively square at the ends.
Some have a screw-eye in the end for hanging them up in
a storage rack. The handles are often cha:red and rarely
have femrles at the insert end but are sometimes bound
with tape or wire to prevent further splitting.

I am not a finisher and I do not actually use such tools
myself so my understanding of requirements is at best
second-hend. I have been told of certain desirable features
which I have built into most of the handles that I have
made, but are these correct? Obviously the main criterion
is that the binder must feel absolutely comfortable whilst
performtng the operation.
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I then glue the box into the recess and trim the upper 2 or
3 pages (according to the thickness of the lining material)
back l0mm to accept the laid back lining. After checking
these and trimming the lining, I paste it down before
pasting the one or two sheets previously held open over the
same I Omm in order to cover the lining. It is essential to use
paste here as time is needed to insert barrier paper, close
the book and place it flat again so that the bookblock set is
not affected by ripples forming in these pages.

When dried, I then have a book with l0 loose pages, a
secured central section with a lined recess in it and I 0 loose
pages at the rear. As items are put into the book safe when
it is flat and is closed before being put away in the bookcase
amongst its colleagues, I have found no need for a lid in the
recess, but anyone wishing to have such added refinement
could devise a method for doing it.

Yes, it is a desecration ofa book, but not a good book and
used in a good cause. If it is done well, the hardest part is
sometimes remembering which book it is.

BACK COPMS
Back copies o f Moroc co B orrd for issues over the
past several years are available from the Secretary

NSW Guild of Craft Bookbinders
POBox lll0
ROZELLE NSW 2039

at $A 5.00 each plus p&p.

I understand that the 6"s1 leghnique is to rest the tool into
the shoulder but I cannot see how anyone is able to do this
if there is a screw-eye in the end. My "standard" solution
for fillet rolls, based on the Guild's collection which
generally range from 300 to 400mm, is therefore a handle
350mm long and about30mm in diameter. Atthe free end,
I completely round it so that it fits the shoulder and at the
tool end. I fit a l2mm wide femrle to prevent splitting and
chaning, and shape the handle to give a hand grip (see
illustration).

Shaped for hand Drilled hole
for tool

35Omm

Mytool hole is as central as practicable although some that
I receive are very much off-centre.

As regards finish, I sand the handles thoroughly although
it seems to me that if one is after grip, then it would almost
be desirable to cause the handle to "chatter" in the lathe and
hence get a slightly rippled finish, or cut grooves as they

HA}IDLES FOR FINISHING TOOLS
MichselMsthew, amember ofthe NSI{ Guiltlof CraftBookbinders poses aquestionaboutthe dimensionsrecommended

for the handles offinishing tools which may be useful to others.

Ferrule

I

10 - 15 pages untouched

\ z prg* with cutout,

10-l5pagesuntouched

2 sheets trimmed

Lined box insert

I
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do on the best woodworking chisel handles. I apply no
finish coat although I know some people do.

For smaller tools - pallets, handle letters and type holders
- I think the standard is 15 - 20mm diameter dowel about
200mm length, rounded at the end but otherwise unshaped
and fitted with a femrle to prevent splitting and charring.
Some tools in the NSW Guild's Workshop have handles of
lengths 150 to 200mm and diameters of 20 - 25mm. The
tools are gfasped in ttre hand, the fingers wrapped around
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the handle and the thumb resting on the top (or end); the
thumb giving the desired control of the tool. A disadvan-
tage of using a femrle is that it may also get hot and cause
a more significant burn to the hand if touched than some
charred timber, but it seems the preferable solution.

Are these approaches correct? Theymay notnecessarily be
the best way but those interested may care to comment as
to the types ofhandles which are best suited for hand-held
tools.

IRST PUBLISIIED in cloth by R R Bowker in 198 l,
this is virtually an Oak Knoll rcpnnt The biblio.
graphy has been usefrrlly extended. The list oftrade

zuppliers of binding tools and materials has been revised
and several new firms added. So, again, we have the matter
before us ofconsidering a reprint ofan established text. If
you don't have a copy ofthis book should you consider
buymg this one? There has been no revision and, again, I
find that it is a great pity, partly because ofthe large page
size and a single column text which render both reading
and comprehension difficult. But the author's mode is very
wordy and, worse, clumsy.

The text consists ofeleven subjects:
I The make-up of the book Well although

wordily written
What is a rare book A waste of space

2 Bindings and book design,
types of hand bindings Eccentric
The styles listed are: Case

5 Basic techniques

Bradel
German Tube
Tightback
Mostly unrealistic ; use firl only
to a professional trader who
knows it all anyway
A very informative chapter
although lengthy and most
suitable for reading with a
cup of tea alongside in the
evening
Sensible; mentions leather
paring, cutting paper and
board, determining grain dir-

ection, pasting etc
Insighttul
Backing
Endbands
Linings (orlining upthe spine)
Cutting leather to size, paring
Case binding
Bradel binding
Tightback and German tube
bindings.

Enough of the judging... judge not lestyou toobe judged...
J[s lsmai n i ng chapters/zubj e cts are Fini shing, Other Bind-
ing Styles, Protective Cases and Conservation. Through-
out this text I had difficulties with, I repeat, the layout. I
could not avoid the impression that Laua Young learned
her bookbinding skills from a gamrlous old fellow of
German origin. Worse, she picked up some of his speech
patt€rns.

There are several descriptions that are almost comical in
their childlike style e.g. ppl22l3 "Cutting the Corners".
This explanation ends "Tum the top edge in the same way,
then the sides. The case is now complete and ready to be
attached to the book". In the fust instance, the case is not
rubbed down so it is not (yet) complete. Secondly, even
though Ms Young makes clear in her definitions the head
and tail of the textblock, she refers mostly to the tops and
boftoms. Thirdly, after the covering edges ofa case have
been glued and turned over, the tum-ins are shaped and
then the case is pressed and dried before being attached to
anything.

Like so many textbooks that I read with infinite care let me
emphasise, they need a heavy-handed editor to render all
into comprehensible English. More than any textbook, Ms
Young's could do with a good "going over". She clearly
doesn't lack the knowledge, experience or insight tn the
craft, e.g. p46 "Checking and Taking the Book Apart" (i.e.
pulling). I know of few other texts which emphasise the
importance of checking the text before pulling, to ensure
that all the proper pagination and inclusions, appendices
etc are there. Otherwise only Mr Johnson outdoes Ms
Young when we consider an author's ability to confuse and
befuddle readers with undisciplined writing. Again I say,

somewhere, someone should act as the commissioning
editor for a select number of binders to contribute thor-
oughly well-written, specialist papers which, put together
will make up a near perfect textbook. Only so long, as a
step-by-stpp layout is employedthroughour. If Oak Ifuoll
are interested, speak up; I know several publishers who
would be interested.

Ron Abbey.
Glenquarry, NSW.

3 Equipping a workshop

4 Materials

General techniques
Specific techniques

6
'7

BOOK REVIEWS
YOLNG Leure S: Bookbinding and Consemation by,tlard Published by Oak Ituoll Press,4l4 Delaware St, New
Castle, DE 19720, U.S.A. 273pp. l74b&w and photo illus. Sm folio, soft cover, sewn sections. Retail cloth edn $US35,
paperback $US24.95. Published 1995. The book for this review provided by Oak Knoll Press.
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GREENFIELD and HILLE: Headbands - How to llork Them. Published by Oak Knoll Fress, 414 Delaware St, New
Castle, DE 19120,U.S.A. 88pp, soft cover, sewn sections, Ige octavo, US retail $ 14.95. A cloth edition retails for $US25.
This edition is the second, reprinted with corrections in I996. The book for this review was provided by Oak Knoll Press.

fftHE FIRST EDITION of this work was reviewed in

I tnis ioumal some ten years ago by Christine Payne
I who knows more about endbanding and variations

than anyone else in this country. Oak Knoll put out a
second edition in 1990. Properly, a new edition calls for a
general revision ofthe whole text. This did not occur but
two chapters were added: a Monastic endband and the
Renaissance chewon style. Further information on cores
was also introduced into the text. The publishers have
reprinted that text with some minor corrections which you
will find only with difficulty.

Ifthis were a perfect text then I have few objections to
slipshod publishing. But it is not perfect. Thero are all the
illustrations that one needs, but for a finger-splitting task
zuch as endbanding, one needs any diagram to be LARGE!
These are small and cramped. The authors believe that they
have written in the best mode available i.e., step-by step,
yet their control of language is still imprecise for a job
which, I repeat, most of us, male or female, find very
finicky. Thus to begin most styles with the line "put the
book in the press with the edge facing you" is all that an
expert or experienced bookbinder needs. For anyone else
that step is imprecise e.g. whrch edge? How should the
student place the book in the press, open or closed or
whatever? What sort of pre ss is best for endbandrng?... etc.
In fact, for "book", read "textblock" in all usage. "Go into
the center of the second or third gathering a:rd out at the
kettle stitch with thread "A". Clear as a bell to anyone who
has done it before but far from clear to the amateur or
beginngv.

I emphaslss "the beginner" because these two experienced
teachers know all about the agonies that beginners endure
with even the simplest style of endbaading. This text is the
only book-length ever published and it remains the only
one. Worse is to come. Go through all your text books; I've
been through seventy American and British texts and in all
honesty, I cannot recommend one of them to a learner or,

HIS CATALOGUE was producedby Oak Knoll
Press to accompany the exhibition of gold-tooled
bindings executed by 25 of some ofthe world's best

binders honouring respected craftsman and noted book-
binding historian, Bemard C Middleton. Each of the 25
contemporary bindings focus on Middleton's memoirs,
Recollections, which was produced by Henry Morris at his
Bird & Bull Press. The bindings illustrated in this cata-
logue were exhibited at the British Library, London in
December 1996 to February 1997,the Wallace Library,
Rochester Institute of Technology in March and April

indeed. anyone else. Some of them are so confusingly
composed that most binders of my acquaintance have con-
fessed that they only leamed to endband from a teacher; they
still only know one or two styles and, if they can get away
with it in most commercial jobs, theyuse a core and skiver
wraparound. So what is the good news? The price is lower
than previous editions, the paper is good andthe soft-covered
edition can easily be cased. There is an interesting but brief
two-page bibliography which is basically concerned with
the history ofendbanding that is far from exhaustive.

The authors need to thoroughly revise this book but, I
repeat, the language itself is the book's worst feature e.g.
p4, " 'Headband with a Bead on the Edge', this is the
headband most frequently used today. It should be the
width of the square less the leather of the headcap so that
it supports the leather without causing it to protrude. This
type of headband is not usual ly laced into the boards ". I had
to read that paragaph to a bookbinding friend five times
before she fully comprehended the authors'msaning. And
again, p27, "The Coptic Headband, this was sewn on a
book with wooden boards and a spine lin i n g. The lining has
beenleftoutofthe dmwings here". Well, that's all fine and
dandy as they often say in Delaware, but down here in this
English-speaking counffy, we would like, atthe very least,
a little more written description of those wooden boards
and the "spine" lining too, especially since we lack copies
of the research materials which the authors employed.
And, without putting too fine an edge to it all, we would
like to know e*acfly what we are doing when we leam from
textbooks instead from teachers.

Authors (and ieachers) all know, or should know, that the
publication oftextbooks, fust novels, monographs, papers
or essays has little to do with profit. It has everything to do
with the demonstration of scholarship, ability and excel-
lence. Think about that.

Ron Abbey.
Glenquarry, NSW.

1997 andthe San Francisco Public Library, California in
May and June 1997 after which the bindings were to be
available for sale for a total of $US 80,000. Of the binders
featured, l0 were from England (including Bernard Mid-
dleton), Wales 1, USA 2, Cenada 2, Switzerland 3, Bel-
gium 2, Holland l, Spain l, Japan 1, New Zealand I and
Australia I . Many ofthose named in the catalogue are quite
well known to Australian binders.

It was at San Francisco that this reviewer had the good
fortune to inspect the bindings. At any exhibition, it is

TIDCOMBE, Dr Merianne, Edited by: Twenty-Jive Gold Tooled Bindings. An Intemstional Tribute to Bernard C
Middleton's RECOLLECTIONS, Published by Oak Knoll Press, 414 Delaware St, New Castle, DE 19720, U.S.A.
Published 1997 .74pp, soft cover, perfect bound, 255 x 190mm, US retail $45.00 plus tax. The book for this review was
provided by Oak Knoll Press.
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considered essential that a descriptive catalogue ought to
be made available and to be of a high Quality to comple-
ment the exhibition. The catalogue does achieve this: the
preliminary pages comprise the half{itle, frontispiece
portrait of Benurd at work in his bindery, title page,
publisher's notes,3pp oflntroduction and 3pp ofPreface
by Marian Tidcombe, 9pp of an essay by Bernard Middle-
ton, The Use of Gold in Bookbinding. The rest of the
catalogue devotes a pair of facing pages to each of the
binders: the verso page contains a BW portrait and short
biography ofthe binder and the recto has a colour photo-
graph and description of the binding. The soft covers
feature a coloured photograph ofa gold-tooled design of
Bernard at work.

The catalogue is printed on a gloss type paper and is
generally ofan excellent production. It should be a lasting
memorial and tribute to the exhibition for a long time
afterwards. It is understood that the soft-covered catalogue
was produced in a limited print run of400 copies hence the
reason for the rather high purchase pnce of $US 45 plus
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tax. A hard-covered version was also produced being of
200 signed and numbered copies for the price of $US 95 as
well as 100 sets of folded, loose siguatures for binding
at $US 30. These last items did not come to my attention.

Unforhrnately, in printed articles of this type, some faults
do occur. The colourphotographs are somewhat too daxk
or too intense. This is a pity as the photographs do not do
proper justice to the bindings as much ofthe beautiful fine
detail seems to have been lost in their reproduction. The
paper grain direction runs transversely thus making impos-
sible for the catalogue to remain epgned out flat. All in the
name of economics, I suppose. Overlooking these faults,
the catalogue is still well worth having as a record of this
exhrbition, not only as tribute to these binders and as an
honour to Bernard Middleton but also as an incentive and
encouragement for hand binders to use more gold{ooling
and lettering on their bindings and that the effort, time and
trouble to mast€r those skills is well worthwhile.

John R Newland,
Birchgrove, NSW.

HANDY HINT
SUNLIGHT BLEACHING

I noticed thrs method of paper bleaching whilst I was at
la recent visit at the conservation deparnnent of the
Folger Shakespeare Library, Washington DC:

Picture prints and papers may be left out in direct sunlight
or fluorescent lighting (together with immersion in a bath
of water provided that the colours and inks are of a
permanent nature) and exposed thus to effect as a bleach-
ing agent. To prevent the fading ofcoloured or other types
of areas on works of art, such areas will need to be entirely
covered with MylarrM archival plastic film which acts as an
ultraviolet (JV) filter.

John R Newland, Editor.

ERRATUM
BOOK REVIEW: Middleton, Bernard. A History of
English Craft Bookbinding Technique. Reviewed by Ron
Abbey ia Morocco Bound, Vol 18 No 3 August 1997.

The beginning ofthe second paragraph should read:-

Great though Middleton's other masterpiece is (Restora-
tion ofleather Bindings),his "history" is unique. As I haVe
affirmed in other places, many claim and others suggest
that their works are histories of bookbinding but the fact
lsmains; in the English language there is but one, Middle-
ton's.

The rest ofthe paragraph follows and is correct. The Editor
apologises to Ron and to readers for the omission in the
published africle.

INDEX TO MOROCCO BOAND
VOLUMBS 11 TO 15

fhe index to Volumes 1l to 15 inclusive of Morocco
L Bound published between 1990 and 1994 is almost

completed. The index sets out an Index of Authors
together with their papers and a Subject Index, both of
which are cross-referenced with the particular issue of
Morocco Bound i.e. Volume and Issue Number and the
relevant Month and Year of issue. Copies of the index
which comprise 8pp cost $5.00 eachandare available from

The Secretary,
NSW Guild of Craft Bookbinders
P O Box l1l0
ROZELLE NSW 2039
AUSTRALIA

The Committee of the

NSW Guild of Craft Bookbinders

extend their best wishes to members, readers and to
the contributors of Morocco Bound

A MennY CHRISTMAS
AND

Hnppv BOoKBINDING FoR 1998

John Newland
President and Editor.
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